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We introduce an unconventional regularization of condensed matter effective field theory by a
non-local bulk topological regulator in one higher dimension, which is equivalent to a bulk-interfacebulk formulation. We show its necessity motivated by a (0+1)-dimensional system. Although the
system can be strictly defined on the lattice in its own dimensions, the bulk regulator is important
to correctly derive its physical observables, which cannot be captured by any local regulator. We
explicitly obtain a nontrivial constraint on the thermal and electric integer Hall conductances of halffilled translation invariant N -flavor gapped fermionic system on a two-dimensional lattice possessing
a unique ground state with uniform rational magnetic fluxes per unit cell in the presence of the
onsite U (N ) symmetry. The Wiedemann-Franz law is shown to be obeyed by the Hall conductances
regardless of arbitrarily strong interactions. We further obtain several no-go theorems of the possible
symmetric gapped phases.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Regularizations are the processes by which one renders
divergent quantities finite in quantum field theories. Different regularization schemes were believed to give the
same results on physical observables defined on underlying lattices when the perturbation theories are done to
all orders. However, this folklore is not generally true
and its failure is attributed to a new degree of freedom
to regularize field theories by a topological term defined
in one higher dimensional bulks, which has its origin in
the field-theoretical description of the boundary states
of symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases [1–3].
The boundary theories are anomalous in the sense that
they cannot be realized in their own dimensions respecting certain onsite symmetries without being attached to
an SPT bulk [4–11]. Thus there is no canonical separation of the boundary and its bulk, and the partition
function of the boundary theory must also include a bulk
term [9, 11], which will be called “bulk regularization”.
We will show that bulk regularizations also exist in
quantum field theories realizable in their own dimension(s) and have observable consequences: they are essential to obtain correct electric and thermal Hall conductances from field theories, which are useful quantities to distinguish various quantum phases. Although it
was argued by earlier works [12–15] that Hall conductances cannot be fully captured by low-energy field theories due to “spectator” fermion contribution from higher
momenta, we will see that such spectator contributions
are actually non-perturbatively controllable in the presence of certain symmetries. The topological nature of
bulk regularizations and symmetries will enable us to analyze electric and thermal Hall conductances in stronglycorrelated systems in a unified way by concise low-energy
effective theories.
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The Wiedemann-Franz (W-F) law [16, 17] for noninteracting integer quantum Hall (IQH) phases [18–21]
states that, in free fermion systems gapped with a unique
ground state, the ratio of thermal Hall conductance κxy
and electric Hall conductance σxy : κxy /σxy = LT = 1
in the low-temperature limit, where we scale the Lorenz
number L to be inverse of the temperature T : L =
π 2 /3 ≡ T −1 . In the presence of strong interactions in
the gapped system with a unique ground state, the law
is generically broken, but κxy = σxy mod 8 instead [22],
where the mod-8 ambiguity can be understood by the
formation of cluston IQH states by binding three electrons in a Chern band or a fermionic construction of
unfractionalized bosonic phases [19–21, 23]. Therefore,
the conditions, under which the IQH W-F law can be
restored in strongly-correlated systems, are useful in real
measurements.

In this work, we show that the mod-8 uncertainty
above is eliminated — the IQH W-F law κxy /σxy = 1
is strictly respected and there is a nontrivial constraint
κxy = σxy = N q/2 mod N q, if an onsite U (N ) symmetry and a magnetic translational symmetry M [24–28]
are preserved in arbitrarily interacting gapped systems
with a unique ground state, constituted by half-filled
fermions on a two-dimensional lattice with rational magnetic fluxes 2π(p/q) per unit cell, where the integers p
and q coprime. The U (N ) symmetry is useful and realizable in ultracold atoms on optical lattices to study
SU (N ) generalized spin systems at low energy [29–38]
and M is a physical generalization of conventional lattice translations when a uniform external magnetic field
is present [24–28]. The result implies that measurements
on κxy can be done by measuring σxy instead and we can
obtain several no-go theorems on the possible symmetric
insulating phases, which are consistent with generalized
Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorems [39–45].
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II.

MOTIVATION BY (0 + 1) DIMENSION

We motivate the bulk regularization by the following system: a (0 + 1)-dimensional system has a single
spin-1/2 with degenerate spin-up and down states as its
low-energy theory and is assumed to possess a global
spin-rotation symmetry on the lattice at this gapless
point [46]. Let us consider the following question: if the
system is gapped with a unique ground state by strong interactions respecting the spin-rotation symmetry around
z-axis U (1)z , what Ŝz -eigenvalues can the unique ground
state have?
We first start from the original gapless point possessing U (1)z ⋊ C by the assumption, where C denotes the
spin π-rotation around y-axis. Then we describe it by a
quantum field theory in the imaginary time τ = it on a
circle X1 = S 1 :
L0 [ψ, Aτ ] = ψ † (∂τ − iAτ )ψ,

(1)

where we have defined a fermionic operator {ψ, ψ † } = 1
and {ψ, ψ} = 0 with the mapping Ŝx = (ψ † + ψ)/2,
Ŝy = i(ψ † − ψ)/2 and Ŝz = ψ † ψ − 1/2 for the low-energy
spin-1/2 and Aτ is the background U (1)z gauge field since
the spin rotation by α-angle around z-axis is represented
by ψ → ψ exp(iα), and C by ψ → ψ † and Aτ → −Aτ .
Thus the charge coupled to Aτ -field is exactly Sz .
Then we add a local U (1)z -respecting interaction
Lint [ψ] to gap this system and a plausible Lagrangian
regularized by a Pauli-Villars (P-V) regulator can be
LP-V [ψ, χ, Aτ ] = L0 [ψ, Aτ ] + Lint [ψ] + χ† (∂τ − iAτ +
µP-V )χ, where χ is a (dynamical) P-V bosonic spinor
with a mass µP-V as a momentum cut-off. Indeed, LP-V
satisfies the U (1)z -symmetry requirement. The partition
function is denoted as zP-V [Aτ ]. After the matter fields
ψ and χ are integrated out, the most general form of
the partition functionis, modulo a non-universal coeffiR
cient, zP-V [Aτ ] ∝ exp i X1 dτ n0 Aτ where n0 ∈ Z [47].
It implies that Sz = n0 ∈ Z. This conclusion is actually incorrect because we can simply take the lattice
system to be a single spin-1/2, which has a half-integer
Sz = ±1/2 rather than integers when gapped by magnetic fields along z-axis.
The problem of the “derivation” above can be seen as
follows. Let us switch off the interaction by Lint [ψ] = 0
in LP-V [ψ, χ, Aτ ] with a non-interacting partition function z0,P-V [Aτ ] and we have a free spin-1/2 Hamiltonian
iÂτ Ŝz at low energy enjoying a C symmetry at the lattice
scale. However, the field theory z0,P-V [ψ, χ, Aτ ] breaks
the C symmetry due to the mass term of P-V regulator.
Indeed, no local regularization preserving U (1)z ⋊ C symmetry exists because of a mixed U (1)z ⋊ C anomaly [48].
Thus there is a symmetry mismatch between the effective
theory z0,P-V [Aτ ] and the underlying lattice model at the
gapless point. The only symmetry-consistent regularization for this gapless point is the following (non-local) bulk
regularization of the partition function, which cannot be

captured by any local regularization [49]:

Z
dA
,
z0 [Aτ ] = z0,P-V [Aτ ] exp
iπ
2π
Y2

(2)

which respects U (1)z ⋊ C at the gapless point in the price
of an auxiliary bulk Y2 whose boundary ∂Y2 is our system
X1 in (0 + 1) dimension. To see its C invariance, we note
that the phase of z0 [Aτ ] is a real number (−1)I2D by
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer (APS) index theorem, where
the integer I2D is the Dirac index on Y2 [50–52]. Furthermore, the bulk-regularized partition function (2) can
be shown to be equivalent, modulo a non-universal factor, with the partition function of a bulk Dirac fermion
defined on a manifold Ỹ2 by pasting Y2 and the vacuum Y2,vac along their interface X1 = ∂Y2 = −∂Y2,vac .
The bulk Dirac mass, deeply in Y2 , has an opposite
sign to the bulk P-V regulator mass and the same sign
as the bulk regulator mass deeply in Y2,vac , forming a
bulk-interface-bulk picture [53, 54]. The gapless system
L0 [ψ, Aτ ] can be thought to lie on the interface where the
bulk Dirac mass vanishes. Then we switch on the interaction Lint [ψ] 6= 0 to gap the system so that it has a unique
ground state. Although Lint [ψ] inevitably breaks C symmetry, it is still a local interaction on (0 + 1)-dimensional
X1 . This locality is translated as follows in the bulkinterface-bulk formulation: the interaction Lint [ψ] only
acts near the interface X1 and thus the deep bulks on
its both sides remain unchanged. Thus, after the matter
fields on Ỹ2 are integrated out, we calculate the resultant
interacting partition function as [54]
Z

dA
z[Aτ ] = exp
iθ0 (x)
2π
Ỹ

 2
Z
(3)
Aτ ,
= exp i(n0 + 1/2)
X1

where the integration is done by part with θ0 (x) = −2πn0
deeply in Y2,vac (n0 ∈ Z) and θ0 (x) = π deeply in Y2 [55].
This result can be also obtained by the fact that the vacuum theta-angle
is identified with 2πZ due to the quanR
tization Ỹ2 dA/2π ∈ Z for any orientable closed Ỹ2 [47].
Equation (3) is also physically sensible since its last line
is independent of the auxiliary extension Y2 . Thus we
obtain the correct Sz = n0 + 1/2 ∈ Z + 1/2, where the
essential “1/2” results from the bulk regularization in (2)
and it cannot be captured by any local U (1)z -symmetric
regulator in (0+1) dimension: the P-V regulator can only
contribute to the integer n0 .
III.

TRANSLATION INVARIANT FERMIONIC
SYSTEMS IN (2 + 1) DIMENSIONS WITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS

The minimal coupling Sz Aτ in the toy model above can
be considered as a Chern-Simons (C-S) coupling in (0+1)
dimension. Therefore, higher dimensional C-S couplings
are also expected to be restricted by symmetries. Such
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restrictions constrain the permitted integer electric and
thermal Hall conductances in (2 + 1) dimensions as we
will see below.
Let us consider a half-filled square lattice of N -flavor
fermions and we apply a uniform external magnetic field
with rational fluxes 2π(p/q) per plaquette, where the integers p and q coprime and q > 0 is assumed without loss
of generality. Although the system is physically translationally invariant along two axises, the conventional lattice translations are broken by a gauge fixing. A more
physical translation in our interest is the magnetic translations M = {Mx , My }, a combination of lattice translations and gauge transformations [25, 26, 28]. Their
commutator
h
i
−1
Mx My M−1
M
=
exp
−i2π(p/q)
F̂
,
(4)
x
y
where F̂ is the fermion number operator, is gauge invariant. Under a certain gauge fixing by which the lattice translation along x-axis is broken down to a q-lattice
translation, M is represented by


p
Mx : c~r → c~r+x̂ exp −i2π ry ;
q
My : c~r → c~r+ŷ ,
(5)

where
the N -flavor
fermion annihilation operator c~r =
i
h
(1)
(N )
is defined at the lattice site ~r = (rx , ry )
c~r , · · · , c~r
with x̂ and ŷ as unit vectors. We are interested in the
constraint on the (integer) electric and thermal Hall conductances of this half-filled system when it is gapped with
a unique ground state in the presence of U (N ) symmetry and the magnetic translational symmetry M. Additionally, the generalized LSM theorems [39–45] require
q = 2Nc for some integer Nc so that the system can be
gapped with a symmetric unique ground state.
It is convenient to start from a [U (N ) × M]-invariant
gapless point in the gauge choice (5):
X †
H0,p/q =
c~r+x̂ c~r + c~r† +Nc ŷ c~r (−1)rx + h.c., (6)
~
r

which will be gapped later by arbitrary interactions respecting [U (N )×M] symmetry. The lattice model H0,p/q
possesses an exact anti-unitary time-reversal (TR) symmetry ZT2 : c~r → c~r with i → −i and ZT2 will play a
similar role as C in the (0 + 1)-dimensional case.
The low-energy effective theory of (6) consists of 2 valleys, Nc colors and N flavors of massless complex Dirac
fermion on a (2 + 1)-dimensional manifold X3 :
Nc X
2 X
N
X
(v,l)
(v ′ ,l′ )
ff′
L0 (ψ̄, ψ, A, ω) =
iψ̄f (iD3 )(v,l);(v′ ,l′ ) ψf ′ ,
v=1 c=1 f =1

(7)

P2

j
where D3 ≡
j=0 γ (∂j + ωj − iAj ) is the threedimensional Dirac operator with {γ j , γ k } = −2g jk , g jk
the metric of the manifold X3 with ωj the spin connection [56–58], ψ̄ the adjoint of ψ and A = AU(N ) ⊗ IM +

IU(N ) ⊗ AM the [U (N ) × M]-connection, where IU(N )
and IM are identities in u(N )- and M-spaces. The valley indices (c = 1, 2) come from two gap-closing points
in the momentum space. Nc colors result from that (6)
is separable into Nc of decoupled subsystems. The magnetic translational symmetry M acts on the valley indices
v and the color indices c so its connection AM carries
both valley and color indices. The 2Nc N = N q components of Dirac fermions constitute an irreducible representation of U (N ) × M, which implies the [U (N ) × M]symmetric P-V regulator χ must have a diagonal mass
term: L0,P-V = L0 + iχ̄(iD3 − µP-V )χ, where the summation notations of valley, color and flavor indices are
suppressed.
However, the P-V regulator mass term or any other
[U (N ) × M]-symmetric local regulator inevitably breaks
ZT2 due to a mixed [(U (N ) × M) ⋊ ZT2 ] anomaly [44].
According to APS index theorem and the fact that ZT2 is
respected by the lattice gapless point (6), we need to regularize the partition function of the low-energy effective
theory (7) by a bulk term defined on Y4 with ∂Y4 = X3
so that [(U (N ) × M) ⋊ ZT2 ] is restored:
Z0 [A, ω] = Z0,P-V [A, ω]

Z

N q trR2
TrF 2
, (8)
+
· exp
iπ
8π 2
48 (2π)2
Y4
where F and R are the 2-form curvature tensors of connections A and ω, respectively [56–58], “Tr” is the trace
on the valley, color and flavor indices while “tr” is taken
on spacetime indices. The products between differential
forms are understood as wedge products.
Similarly to the (0 + 1)-dimensional case, we apply an
equivalent bulk-interface-bulk formulation: a bulk Dirac
fermion is defined on an extended bulk Ỹ4 constructed
by pasting Y4 and the vacuum Y4,vac along their interface
X3 = ∂Y4 = −∂Y4,vac , where the bulk Dirac mass, deeply
in Y4 , has an opposite sign to the bulk P-V regulator mass
and has the same sign as the bulk P-V regulator mass
deeply in the vacuum Y4,vac [54]. Our gapless degrees
of freedom (6) are on the interface between the vacuum
Y4,vac and Y4 , where the bulk Dirac mass vanishes [53].
The partition function of the bulk Dirac field on Ỹ4 is
equal to (8) modulo a non-universal factor [54]. Thus
gapping this gapless point by a local interaction in (2+1)
dimensions is equivalent to gapping the bulk-interfacebulk system by local interface interactions. Integrating
out the matter fields on Ỹ4 , we calculate the resultant
partition function and it contains the bulk term which is
only deformed near the interface due to the local interface
interaction [54]:

Z

N q trR2
TrF 2
,
+
Z[A, ω] = exp
iθ1 (x)
8π 2
48 (2π)2
Ỹ4
(9)
where θ1 (x) = π deeply in Y4 while θ1 (x) = θvac = −2πn1
deeply in Y4,vac with n1 ∈ Z. θvac is the theta-angle
identified with that of the vacuum [55].
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Since the vacuum can be assigned a zero theta-angle,
θvac is the period of theta-angle. Thus it can be calculated in an alternative way as follows. θvac is determined
by the quantization property of the exponential of (8) for
any closed manifold Ŷ4 realizable by a time-dependent
lattice specified by A. We can prove that
Z
N q trR2
TrF 2
+
∈ Z.
(10)
2
48 (2π)2
Ŷ4 8π
The quantization condition (10) gives the same result
θvac = −2πn1 with n1 ∈ Z since the effective action is
defined modulo 2πi.
The construction of Ŷ4 and A for the minimal value
±1 of the right-hand side of (10) above can be done in
the following way. We set Ŷ4 = T 4 a four-dimensional
torus which can be realized by a spacetime lattice. Then
unit fluxes of Mx and My are inserted through the S 1
components of τ - and x-directions, respectively. Furthermore, we insert a fractional 2π(p/q)IU(N ) flux into the T 2
spanned by τ -x plane and a 2π(IU(N ) − λN 2 −1 )/N flux
into the T 2 spanned by y-direction and the extra fourth
dimension, where λN 2 −1 = diag[1, 1, · · · , 1, −(N − 1)] is
the analog of the last Cartan matrix in the Gell-Mann
basis [59]. Such a gauge configuration has been shown to
exist on a lattice with a tilted boundary condition [44],
c~r+Lx x̂ = c~r+ŷ ; c~r+Ly ŷ = c~r ,

(11)

where Lx,y is the loop length in x- and y-directions. It
should be noted that the fractional flux inserted through
τ -x plane exactly cancels the ambiguity induced by the
tilted boundary conditions along τ - and x-direction. A
mathematical formulation of the bundle above can be
found in [54].

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON HALL
CONDUCTANCES AND A
WIEDEMANN-FRANZ TYPE LAW

Integrating (9) by part, we obtain



Z
(n1 + 1/2)
2 3
Z[A, ω] = exp i
Tr AdA + A
4π
3
X3



Z
2
N q(n1 + 1/2)
tr ωdω + ω 3 ,
· exp i
96π
3
X3
(12)
which is independent of the bulk extension Y4 and the
field strength defined on Y4 , as expected by the fact that
the lattice theory is purely (2+1)-dimensional. To obtain
the U (1) electric response, we take A = AU(1) IU(N ) ⊗ IM
and the “Tr” is done trivially giving N q in (12). The
levels of the resultant C-S terms above indicate, in the
low-temperature limit [60–62]:
κxy
= 1,
σxy

(13)

and both κxy and σxy are constrained by:
κxy = σxy = N q/2 mod N q,

(14)

since n1 ∈ Z. The resultant W-F law (13) also directly
implies that we can obtain both Hall conductances by
measuring either of them, which is useful in real experiments. In addition, the nontrivial “N q/2” factor in (14)
purely results from the non-local bulk regulator in (8) at
the gapless point while any local [U (N ) × M]-symmetric
regulator, e.g. P-V regulators, can only contribute to the
“mod N q” part rather than the N q-half part.
V. OBSERVABLE CONSEQUENCES AND
CONSTRAINTS ON GAPPED PHASES

The constraint (14) implies that both electric and thermal Hall conductances cannot vanish. Therefore, there
are always charged chiral edge modes of a finite half-filled
IQH material as long as [U (N ) × M] is respected.
The W-F law (13) means that we cannot form a symmetric cluston Chern insulator by binding odd electrons
together to a Chern band [19–21]. A pure thermal Hall
insulator, such as a symmetric Mott insulator formed
by SU (N )-fundamental flavors, is not permitted, either.
This consequence is related to the generalized LSM theorem of SU (N ) spin system [44, 45] that SU (N ) Youngtableau boxes per unit cell being indivisible by N excludes the gapped phase with a unique ground state [63].
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We proposed the necessity and significance of non-local
bulk regularizations, which are essential to obtain correct electric and thermal responses. The thermal and
electric IQH conductances obey a W-F law and they
are constrained as N q/2 mod N q in N -flavor interacting fermionic system on any half-filled two-dimensional
lattice with a rational magnetic flux 2πp/q per plaquette
in the presence of U (N ) and magnetic translational symmetries. Our results also restrict the permitted gapped
phases.
The constraint of the electric IQH conductance in N =
1 case has been obtained by earlier works [25, 26, 28], but
the thermal Hall conductance and W-F law can be hardly
seen or investigated in their lattice approach. In contrast,
our work treats both thermal and electric Hall conductances in a unified way with a general U (N ) onsite symmetry, which has potential applications for other symmetries. Our method also generalizes the time-reversal
broken surfaces of (3+1)-dimensional topological insulators (TIs), which possess half-integer thermal and electric
Hall conductances on surfaces [19, 20, 64, 65].
Furthermore, the generalizations of the onsite symmetry to other continuous symmetries and higher dimensions [27] can be expected. The constraints on fractional
quantum Hall effects will be future interest.
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Appendix: An equivalence between the bulk regularization and the interface formulation

In this part, we will show that the partition function of a massless Dirac fermion on X2k+1 of odd dimension(s)
(2k + 1) under bulk regularization by Y2k+2 on which the gauge structures on X is extended
!
Z
Z[A, ω] = ZP-V [A, ω] exp
iπ Â(R)ch(F )
(A.1)
Y2k+2 :∂Y2k+2 =X2k+1

is, modulo a non-universal coefficient, equivalent to the partition function of a massive Dirac fermion on Ỹ2k+2 where
Ỹ2k+2 is constructed by pasting Y2k+2 with Y2k+2,vac along their common boundary X2k+1 called an “interface” and
there is a local structure of Ỹ2k+2 near the pasted boundary X2k+1 as X2k+1 × R with X2k+1 × {0} identified with
X2k+1 = ∂Y2k+2 = −∂Y2k+2,vac and a flat R. Â(R) is the genus and ch(F ) is the total Chern character. Here the
integral is understood to be done on the volume form of the integrated form. Let us parametrize this extra dimension
by R : s ∈ (−∞, +∞) and X2k+1 × R− is in Y2k+2,vac and we take {γ µ , γ ν } = −2g µν including the index s. We
consider the case that the Dirac spinor forms an irreducible representation of the gauge group, so the P-V regulator
mass is diagonal in the gauge-symmetry space.
The (real) mass of the Dirac fermion on X2k+1 × R varies as

−µ, s ∈ (−∞, −l];
m(s) =
,
(A.2)
+µ, s ∈ [+l, +∞)
where µ is the opposite value of the P-V regulator mass on Ỹ2k+2 to be defined below and l is a non-universal length
scale and m(s) must have at least one zero in s ∈ (−l, l) due to being real. Thus the Lagrangian of the massive
fermion Ψ is
h
i
LỸ2k+2 = iΨ̄ iDỸ2k+2 + m(s) Ψ,
(A.3)
and its regulator

h
i
Lreg = iχ̄ iDỸ2k+2 − µ χ.
1.

(A.4)

Localized excitations on the interface

We first generate the massless modes ZP-V [A, ω] in (A.1) Let us consider the boundary mode ansatz
ΨX2k+1 (s) = ψ exp[−m(s)s],

(A.5)

which is localized within the interface (−l, +l) and is “chiral”: (1 − iγ s )ψ = 0.
We insert the ansatz into the Lagrangian and obtain
LỸ2k+2 |boundary = iΨ̄X2k+1 (s)γ s [∂s + iγ̄DX2k+1 + iγ s m(s)]ΨX2k+1 (s)
= iψ̄(iDX2k+1 )ψ + O(l),

(A.6)

where γ̄ ≡ γ s γ 1 · · · the (hermitian) chirality operator with γ̄ 2 = 1 and O(l) a non-universal part depending on l. Here
the Dirac operator DX2k+1 on X2k+1 is expressed in the bulk terms restricted on X2k+1 × {0}:
X
DX2k+1 =
−γ̄γ s γ µ Dµ .
(A.7)
µ6=s

It is clear that the localized modes obtained in (A.6) is exactly the massless Dirac fermion on X2k+1 . Its partition
function, after regularized by the P-V regulator, is exactly ZP-V [A, ω] in (A.1).
2.

The bulk responses

Since we have obtained the localized modes within X2k+1 × (−l, +l), we can take l to be small and omit the
(localized) excitation there. Then we do the following chiral transformation on Ψ:
Ψ′ = exp[iγ̄ϕ(s)/2]Ψ

(A.8)
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with
ϕ(s) =



−2πk, s ∈ (−∞, −l]
,
π,
s ∈ [+l, +∞)

(A.9)

where k ∈ Z. By this chiral transformation, beyond the interface (−l, +l), the form of the bulk Lagrangian is
precisely the same as its regulator (A.4). Therefore, by Fujikawa’s method, the additional term induced by a global
chiral anomaly is
"Z
#
Zbulk [A, ω] = exp
i(2k + 1)π Â(R)ch(F ) + O(l) .
(A.10)
Y2k+2 :∂Y2k+2 =X2k+1

Combined with (A.6), the full partition function is, modulo non-universal factors, exactly (A.1) after k = 0 is taken
due to the explicit time-reversal symmetry of (A.3) together with its regulator (A.4) by the APS index theorem.
However, if without the time-reversal symmetry, any other k ∈ Z is possible which corresponds to, after the interface
is gapped, deposit of integer quantum Hall of level k on the interface thereby breaking time reversal explicitly.
Then combining the gapless interface mode and the bulk effective theory with k = 0 required by time reversal, we
obtain the partition function of the Lagrangian (A.3)
ZỸ2k+2 [A, ω] = ZP-V [A, ω]Zbulk [A, ω] exp[O(l)]
"Z
= ZP-V [A, ω] exp

#

iπ Â(R)ch(F ) + O(l)

Y2k+2 :∂Y2k+2 =X2k+1

= Z[A, ω] exp[O(l)].

(A.11)

Therefore, we have shown the physical equivalence of the bulk regularization (A.1) and the interface formulation (A.3)
between the vacuum and a potentially nontrivial bulk in the presence of some certain symmetry.
Appendix: The gapped interface by local time-reversal breaking interactions in (2 + 1) dimensions

We have show the equivalence of the bulk regularization scheme with the bulk-interface-bulk formulation. Thus
gapping the original system in (2 + 1) dimensions is equivalent to gapping the interface by interactions acted on the
interface. Since the bulks on both sides of the interface is gapped, it is further the same as gapping the whole bulkinterface-bulk system by an interface interaction. Therefore, the responses deep in two bulks is expected unchanged
by the local interface interaction as we will see.
The relevant interaction allowed by Lorentz invariance is the gauge-diagonal chiral and the Dirac mass terms in
(2k + 2) dimensions but only non-vanishing locally around the interface in (2k + 1) dimensions:
h
i
LỸ2k+2 ,gapped = iΨ̄ iDỸ2k+2 + µ exp[iγ̄θk (s)] Ψ,
(A.1)

where we have normalized the mass term without loss of generality in the gapped phase and

π mod 2π, s → −∞;
θk (s) =
,
0 mod 2π, s → +∞

(A.2)

due to the locality of the interface interaction. The regulator still takes the form as (A.4). Therefore,
θk (+∞) − θk (−∞) ≡ (2nk + 1)π,

(A.3)

with nk ∈ Z. To calculate the partition function, we take the following chiral transformation
Ψ′′ = exp[iγ̄θk (s)/2]Ψ,

(A.4)

to eliminate the chiral phase of the mass term in the price of a response term in the partition function by the chiral
anomaly:
!
Z
Z
LỸ2k+2 ,gapped + Lreg
ZỸ2k+2 ,gapped [A, ω] = D[Ψ̄, Ψ] exp −
Ỹ2k+2

= exp
By integrations by part, we obtain

"Z

#

iθk (s)Â(R)ch(F ) .
Ỹ2k+2

(A.5)
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• k = 0:
ZỸ2 ,gapped [A] = exp

Z

X1


i(n0 + 1/2)Tr(A) ,

(A.6)

and gravitational responses are irrelevant in this dimension.
• k = 1:


Z
2 3
i(n1 + 1/2)
Tr AdA + A
ZỸ2 ,gapped[A, ω] = exp
4π
3
X3



Z
2 3
iTr(1)(n1 + 1/2)
,
tr ωdω + ω
· exp
96π
3
X3


(A.7)

where Tr(1) is the dimension(s) of the gauge bundle with connection A.
The results above exactly reproduce the various responses in the main text.
Appendix: Gauge bundle for the quantized theta-term with a unit instanton in (3 + 1) dimensions

Let us give a mathematically rigorous construction of the gauge bundle of all the symmetries. We first re-parametrize
the torus T 4 by rescaling its four components as Lτ,x,y,z → 2π, and then τ, x, y, z ∈ R/2π with R the universal covering
of each S 1 -component of T 4 . The symmetry-group gauge bundle can be expressed by transition function between
various patches. In order to do so, we need to cover the T 4 by four open areas:

A = {p ∈ T 4 |φI (p) = (τI , xI , yI , zI ) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ)},

 I
AII = {p ∈ T 4 |φII (p) = (τII , xII , yII , zII ) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, +ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ)},
4

 AIII = {p ∈ T 4 |φIII (p) = (τIII , xIII , yIII , zIII ) ∈ (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ)},
AIV = {p ∈ T |φIV (p) = (τIV , xIV , yI , zIV ) ∈ (−π − ǫ, +ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ)},
 ′
A = {p ∈ T 4 |φ′I (p) = (τI′ , x′I , yI′ , zI′ ) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ)},

 I′
′
′
AII = {p ∈ T 4 |φ′II (p) = (τII′ , x′II , yII
, zII
) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, +ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ)},
′
′
′
′
′
4 ′
,
y
(p)
=
(τ
,
x
A
=
{p
∈
T
|φ
 III
III III , zIII ) ∈ (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ)},
III
III

′
′
′
) ∈ (−π − ǫ, +ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × [0, 2π) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ)},
, x′IV , yI′ , zIV
AIV
= {p ∈ T 4 |φ′IV (p) = (τIV
(A.1)
where ǫ is a smaller positive number than π/2, e.g. ǫ = π/4, and we have used the coordinates φI,II,III,IV (p ∈ T 4 ) of
the universal covering R4 to coordinate T 4 .
We denote the transition function as, e.g. ψI = tI,II ψII and etc., and the following transition functions are defined:
(λ0 denotes the identity matrix and λN 2 −1 = diag[1, 1, · · · , 1, −(N − 1)])
• Transition function between AI and AII on AI ∩ AII :
tI,II ◦ φ−1
I (τI , xI , yI , zI ) =



T2 , (xI , τI ) ∈ (−ǫ, +ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ),
1, (xI , τI ) ∈ (π − ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−ǫ, π + ǫ),

(A.2)

where τI and xI are free parameters in their own domains.
• Transition function between AIV and AIII on AIV ∩ AIII :
−1
tIV,III ◦ φIV
(τIV , xIV , yIV , zIV ) =



T2 , (xIV , τIV ) ∈ (−ǫ, +ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ),
1, (xIV , τIV ) ∈ (π − ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−π − ǫ, ǫ).

(A.3)

• Transition function between AII and AIII on AII ∩ AIII :
tII,III ◦

φ−1
II (τII , xII , yII , zII )

=

(



−T1 exp −iλ0 pq xII , (xII , τII ) ∈ (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × (−ǫ, ǫ),
1,
(xII , τII ) ∈ (−π − ǫ, ǫ) × (π − ǫ, π + ǫ).

(A.4)
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• Transition function between AI and AIV on AI ∩ AIV :
(


−T1 exp −iλ0 pq xI , (xI , τI ) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (−ǫ, ǫ),
−1
tI,IV ◦ φI (τI , xI , yI , zI ) =
1,
(xI , τI ) ∈ (−ǫ, π + ǫ) × (π − ǫ, π + ǫ).

(A.5)

• Transition functions between Ai′ and Aj′ on Ai′ ∩ Aj′ are naturally identified to that of ti,j through t′i,j ◦
−1
′
′ ′ ′
φ′i (τ ′ , x′ , y ′ , z ′ ) = tij ◦ φ−1
i (τ , x , y , z + π).
• Transition functions between Ai and Ai′ on Ai ∩ Ai′ :
ti,i′ ◦

φ−1
i (τi , xi , yi , zi )

=

(

 λ −λ

0
N 2 −1
exp −i
yi , zi ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ),
N
1,
zi ∈ (π − ǫ, π + ǫ).

(A.6)

TrF 2
N q trR2
+
= 1.
8π 2
48 (2π)2

(A.7)

Then
Z

Ŷ4 =T 4

